
DirectProofs and Disproofs by
counter-example

e Ainatatementas
true or always false. For a potion,
its value is its truth or falsity.

prop? T/I?

02 +2
=4 Y T

8 33 is a prime number Y F

③ 1 +2 +3 +4 =10 y Y
④1 +2 +3 +4 =x N >

⑤Have a great
weekend! N -

⑳ The fastestcomparison-based Y ??
sorting algorithm has worst -
case runtime O(nlogn) known

for items

⑦ Every even integer greater y ??than I can be written as
the sum of 2 primes. unknown

There is an xsuch that X
1 +2+3+4 =X



In this class, our task is to learn
and

proposrice mated
of proving

LetA ofis a convincing argumentI
thata proposition is true.

This fatseargumentthata

(Example 4.11 in book

am If x,y are rational, thenx48
is rational.

Imake sure we understand claim.

rational: x =I were n, d integersd =0

integer:...,3,-2,-1,0,1,2, ...

examples ofrational IS:

Y2 is rational because itn=1, d =2

0.5 is rational because 0.5 = Y2

is E rational?No
-n

-10
-10 is rational because T = d

*
testit! do some examples



A I *y rational rat
Y2 y2 Y4 T

I 2 2π F F

am If x,y are rational, thenxy*
is rational.

ofstartby assuming x, y rational.

A

ment reasoning-

x =2x,y =

1 by def. ofrational
dx x, y rational

unere nx, dx, my, dy
are integers and dx, dy fo

xy
=

ay by substitution

ints is int
·

Myint
because productof

· xy= because product ofI
nonzero ints is a

nonzero int

weret by def. of rational

xy is rational I



Retfadingrateperfect pres
logical deduction toderive newfacts and end up withtheclaim.

Q:Is theconverse true?
ifp them of (if rat,then ratiP
if I thenp
converse:if xy rational, then x,y rat.

False.

We disprove theclaim with a counter-

example. Give an x,y so thatxy is

rational, butX,y not both rational.
x =R2

y -Enotrat.*y
=(.z =M =2

Y
rational

-Derby,ateamin the
claim is false and explains any it
is false.


